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Abstract

In this thesis, I characterize the impact of network bandwidth on distributed machine learning training. I test four popular machine learning models (ResNet, DenseNet, VGG, and BERT) on an Nvidia A-100 cluster to determine the impact of bursty and non-bursty cross traffic (such as web-search traffic and long-lived flows) on the iteration time and throughput of distributed training. By varying the cross traffic load, I measure the impact of network congestion on training iteration times. I observe that with heavy web-search cross traffic (80% of link capacity), on average training iteration time is increased by up to 4 to 8×, for ResNet and BERT models, respectively. Further, I establish that the ring-all reduce communication collective is negatively impacted by network congestion even if the congestion is only affecting part of the ring. I also develop empirical models for the behavior of machine learning training in the presence of each type of cross traffic deployed. These results provide the motivation for developing novel congestion control protocols that are tailored for distributed training environments.
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1-1 Visual timeline of the evolution of ML model size, CPU transistor count and GPU/ML accelerator floating point operations per second (FLOPS) in the last decade. Each trend is exponential, but the growth in ML parameter counts is more rapid.
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3-11 Instantaneous synchronized packet injection rate readings for the transition between two iterations of BERT-large (24) with (a) 8 Gbps and (b) 20 Gbps of consistent web-search cross traffic. The transition between the two subsequent iterations is clearly visible at 23.5 and 18.9 s respectively. The three flows shown correspond to the flows labeled in Figure 3-9. Each graph uses a moving average filter of width (a):30/(b):50 to increase clarity.

A-1 Method for calculating the congestion point on an iteration time against bandwidth graph (sample graph taken is web-search traffic).
CDF of DL iteration times for three different size models, BERT, VGG and ResNet, under (a) light (30%) and (b) heavy (80%) cross traffic. The two series show the performance of DL training utilizing either the RDMA protocol or TCP for its communication phase. Note the time axis in graph (a) is considerably shorter than in graph (b).

Exponential trend-lines for the similar, consistent web-search and burst web-search cross traffic scenarios, listing coefficients of determination for each fit case. These $R^2$ values are reported in the main body of this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Distributed Machine Learning (DL) has been a field of growing interest and importance for the last several years, in line with the growth of Machine Learning (ML) as a key tool in research and industry used to solve a wide range of technical challenges. The ever-growing demand for more accurate ML models has resulted in a steady increase in dataset and model sizes used in deep neural networks (DNN). ML researchers develop new models at a rapid rate [7, 8], leading to steady growth in computational and memory requirements.

Figure 1-1 demonstrates the rate of this increase by plotting published model parameter counts [1], transistor counts for CPU designs [2], and floating point operations per second (FLOPS) for ML accelerators [3]. This equates to an increase in model size of \( \sim 100 \times \) every two years; this is 50\( \times \) faster growth rate than the pace predicted by Moore’s Law. DL has therefore become the focus of research efforts as modern ML models and datasets are too large and have been growing too quickly to be supported by developments in individual servers and accelerators [9, 10, 11].

The increase in ML training performance demands has been partly met by the development of specialized hardware accelerators and software stacks supporting efficient localized processing and distributed workloads. While hardware accelerators such as Nvidia’s Ampere Architecture [12], or domain-specific examples such as Microsoft’s Catapult FPGAs [13] or Google’s TPUs [14], have provided a significant amount of speed-up compared to preexisting options, today’s training tasks can still
Figure 1-1: Visual timeline of the evolution of ML model size [1], CPU transistor count [2] and GPU/ML accelerator floating point operations per second (FLOPS) [3] in the last decade. Each trend is exponential, but the growth in ML parameter counts is more rapid.

take days and even weeks to complete [9] [10]. Future advancements to deep learning are significantly limited by the efficiency of large-scale distributed ML systems [15].

The primary challenge of DL training emerges from the tightly integrated nature of common aggregation algorithms, as individual worker nodes require their aggregate ML model updates to be supplied at precisely the right moment to make full use of the available accelerator resources [10]. A considerable body of work looks at how the training time of DL algorithms can be accelerated through scheduling, tensor operator choice, or new software frameworks [6] [9] [10] [11] [17] [18] [19] [20].

The scaling of DL training to increasingly large cluster sizes while maintaining linear performance gains has been a major focus of research and presents an ongoing challenge [6] [15] [17] [18] [21] [22]. The traditional method of DL scaling, increasing the per iteration throughput, has been found to have diminishing returns at large scale [11] [15]. This performance gap has led to the development of alternative scaling techniques that reduce iteration time, such as reducing the local throughput or splitting a model
Figure 1-2: In a heterogeneous environment a range of ML jobs (blue, orange) and cross traffic (for example, MapReduce [4, 5], green) must share the bottleneck network resources to ensure both maximum utilization of local resources and the minimum possible job completion times. This poses the question: what is the most efficient allocation of C between these three arbitrary jobs sharing a common path out of a ToR?

between nodes - both of which require significantly higher bandwidths [15]. As both clusters and models continue to scale, the network performance of DL training is therefore a crucial bottleneck to improved overall performance.

The heterogeneous network conditions found in cloud environments represent a second challenge for DL acceleration, as the long-lived DL flows must coexist efficiently with competing traffic from a wide variety of applications, which predominately consist of small sized flows. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 1-2, in which I divide a group of servers under a typical data center top of rack (ToR) switch into three groups: two groups performing two distinct DL jobs, and the third group performing unrelated cross traffic jobs. As these servers all share the same ToR, they all utilize the same links between it and higher level switches within a standard topology, giving rise to a potential bottleneck.
From a user perspective, we wish our distributed framework to make the best use of the link capacity it is given, while from the perspective of the overall system, we want to obtain the most total work from all of the servers. Developing a characterization of how DL loads respond to different types of cross traffic is therefore a crucial step to understanding the trade-offs present in Figure 1-2, and therefore how to design (i) improvements to frameworks that are able to maximize throughput for a given bandwidth, and (ii) future congestion management systems that are DL aware and cater to its nuances.

My goal is to develop our understanding of the key network dynamics and parameters that impact distributed training, in order to provide a framework for answers to the key ‘what-if’ questions encountered when developing new efficient large-scale platforms. To do this, I study the impact of competing or ‘cross’ traffic on DL workloads. These observations can then be used in future work to help develop and characterize a DL aware congestion control protocol.

My key contributions form an evaluation of the performance of image recognition and natural language processing training in the presence of cross traffic, and can be summarized as:

- The impact of cross traffic on the utilization of accelerators;
- The effect of network bursts on ML training times and utilization;
- The consistency and variance of iteration times in the presence of competing network traffic;
- And the differences in intra-iteration communication demand observed from DL training task nodes.

In this thesis, I demonstrate that the variance and burst behavior of cross traffic plays a significant role in determining the efficiency of distributed ML training, in line with my theoretical predictions and the models I develop. At high cross traffic loads, I observe variations in the mean of 40% for bursty traffic and 8% for non-bursty traffic, as well as 99% tails on average 60% larger than the mean value of the iteration
time across all models tested. Further, I observe that when the Horovod platform competes with heavy cross traffic loads, the bottleneck link is underutilized by around 10%. I also establish that distributed learning frameworks do not consistently reduce their usage of non-bottlenecked links when they encounter cross traffic, and therefore they consume more bandwidth on these links than required to maintain their iteration time performance.

This thesis is organized as follows: First, I introduce key concepts and conduct a literature review in Chapter 2. Then, I describe the experimental activity and present the results and subsequent analysis in Chapter 3. Finally, I summarize key results in Chapter 4. I also include additional methodology notes in Appendix A, and supplementary results in Appendix B.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter, I first contextualize ML techniques in Section 2.1.1 and then explore the four model families I have chosen to work with in Section 2.1.2 Next, I introduce the operation of Distributed ML (DL) training as an extension of ML training in Section 2.2 and cover the limitations imposed by the networking environment in Section 2.2.1 I discuss the available parameter synchronization strategies in Section 2.2.2 and parallelization strategies in Section 2.2.3 and survey state of the art developments in training frameworks in Section 2.3 before introducing the Horovod framework I utilize in this thesis in Section 2.3.1 I explore profiling tools that are available to assist in the characterization of DL in Section 2.4 Finally, I discuss how typical data center network workloads are structured in Section 2.5

2.1 Machine Learning

2.1.1 Introduction to Key Techniques

A supervised ML model is a mapping from some raw input space to a set of labels or categories. A model is learned (trained) by repeatedly adjusting parameters so as to achieve a high accuracy on a dataset of examples whose correct labels are known. Once trained, the model can be used to predict the labels of unseen examples. As deep learning systems continue to advance the state of the art across many domains in-
cluding vision and language, the use of increasingly large models and datasets creates a growing computational burden [23, 24, 25, 26].

The primary algorithm used for much of ML training is Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), which calculates from a random sample of examples (referred to as a batch) the local prediction from the model, and its loss, or accuracy relative to the known data, which is used to determine the ideal direction to move down the optimization surface. These steps make up the forward pass of the algorithm. The backward pass calculates the gradients, and then updates the model with the new gradients [23, 24]. SGD can be applied in a distributed fashion, where, after the backward pass has calculated the local gradients, they are aggregated across all worker nodes before the global gradient is broadcast to all models [16, 27]. The hyperparameters that define the algorithm or its variants must be carefully designed for the specific use cases to achieve the best time-to-accuracy.

SGD itself supports both synchronous and asynchronous execution when running in a distributed fashion. SGD is a robust algorithm, however, it has been empirically observed that excessive batch size (taking overly many examples to average before recalculating the model) leads to degradation in the performance of models at inference, this is especially a problem in large-scale distributed training scenarios where the use of large batch sizes is a key acceleration strategy [11].

2.1.2 Popular DNN Models

In order to test and characterize network response to training activity in different scenarios, I analyze a variety of common models. I utilize four types of models: (i) light-weight communication with light-weight computation requirements, (ii) light-weight communication with heavy computation requirements, (iii) medium communication and computation requirements, and (iv) heavy-weight communication and computation requirements.

In this thesis I test with ResNet-50 [28], DenseNet-161 [29], and VGG-16 [30] models on the ImageNet [31] dataset, and the BERT-large [7] model on the imbd dataset, to ensure a selection of models with different characteristics and sizes are
Table 2.1: Summary of the key parameters of the ML models used in my distributed training experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model Version</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>large-uncased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Parameters</td>
<td>25,557,032</td>
<td>28,681,000</td>
<td>138,357,444</td>
<td>366,428,986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Size per GPU</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Blocks</td>
<td>16 Bottlenecks</td>
<td>4 Dense Blocks</td>
<td>5 Groups</td>
<td>24 Transformers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer Size (squared)</td>
<td>64 to 1536</td>
<td>128 to 640</td>
<td>192 to 1536</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Size</td>
<td>$3 \times 224^2$ pixels</td>
<td>$3 \times 224^2$ pixels</td>
<td>$3 \times 224^2$ pixels</td>
<td>512 tokens (max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Convolution Layers</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Linear Layers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Embedding Layers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Attention Heads</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

available for analysis. The key parameters of the models selected from each category are outlined in Table 2.1.

**Residual Networks - ResNet**

My selection for a light-weight communication light computation model is ResNet, a popular image recognition ML model. The ResNet series of models was developed in response to the ImageNet dataset challenge [28], and ResNet-50 is routinely used today for an initial trial scale for many experiments, as it has a reasonably complex structure without being prohibitively expensive to test. This model consists of a series of shortcut ‘residual’ paths that skip convolutional filters, which are followed by the standard pooling layers. This produces higher performance from fewer floating point operations [28]. ResNet is known to be relatively computationally intensive but not communication heavy [6, 10]. This model family, specifically ResNet-50, therefore serves as a good benchmark for a lightweight networking baseline.

**Dense Networks - DenseNet, and the VGG Model**

After ResNets, DenseNets are the next step up in terms of network depth, featuring more layers, more complexity, but a manageable number of parameters through feature reuse. Another key identifying feature of this type of network is that every layer is connected to every other layer [29]. These models therefore represent a midpoint between the smaller earlier models and the larger NLP style models in terms
of scale, and thus I selected DenseNet-161 to act as the light-weight communication model with heavy computation requirements. I also test with VGG-16 [30], a simple network predating ResNet, but one which has a significantly larger communication load relative to either ResNet or DenseNet, and so is well suited to act as the medium intensity model.

**Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers - BERT**

I also wish to test with a type (iv) model, with heavy computation and communication requirements, to investigate the effects of scaling, and of the additional communication requirements larger models demand. A good candidate for this is the BERT family [7], and other transformer-based models such as GTP-2 and GTP-3, which have hundreds of millions to hundreds of billions of parameters [7, 8]. These models achieve good performance on natural language processing (NLP) applications, such as rapid automatic translation [32], and at time of writing are some of the largest common models. Due to the size of these NLP models, they cannot be implemented effectively without some form of distribution, due to the memory and computational requirements. I selected BERT-large, with 336m parameters, to use as a representative of this class of models, it is approximately $14 \times$ larger than the smaller ResNet-50 model, as outlined in Table 2.1 and therefore provides insight into network impacts for large, heavy communication models.

### 2.2 Distributed ML Training

A common approach to accelerate the training time of large ML models is distributed training, which uses a large number of parallel, independent calculations, performed in an interleaved fashion, with communication between processes required to ensure model convergence [22, 33, 34]. Multiple frameworks have been devised to enable increasingly efficient distributed training for a variety of scenarios [6, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39].

The key distribution block underlying every framework is the **all-reduce** algo-
algorithm [9, 10], which is typically implemented as a ring [6], and is available as part of Nvidia’s NCCL communication library [11] and MPI. It can be broken down into a series of both reduce-scatter and all-gather operations. reduce-scatter operations share the work of computing a subset of a DL gradient update across a subset of worker nodes. An individual node reduces (or aggregates) all gradient updates for a particular set of parameters. An all-gather operation then collects these aggregated updates from each node to create the final result [6, 12].

2.2.1 Networking Limitations

The network itself is still a bottleneck for large DNN training jobs [6, 10, 17, 18, 21, 22]. As an example, the Microsoft ZeRO (Zero Redundancy) optimizer [21] has scaling inefficiencies above hundred billion parameter models on a 400 GPU DGX-2H cluster [13]. ZeRO is able to achieve super-linear scaling in GPU numbers up to this model size by redesigning the memory management of DL training to reduce the memory footprint. However at the maximum model size tested of 170 billion parameters, the efficiency of the system degraded to only 53% of its sustained performance at lower sizes, demonstrating the scaling challenge still to be met [21]. This degradation occurs because while increasing the cluster size typically either reduces or maintains the computation required per worker, it does not significantly affect the bandwidth required for the computation phase, as it is dependent on model size and the parallelism employed [6, 9, 11]. Increasing the batch size of a data parallel training job can potentially compensate for the performance degradation experienced from scaling, but due to limits in model convergence with arbitrarily large batch sizes, there is an upper bound on reducing training time by increasing batch sizes [11, 44].

In very large-scale environments, the total training time becomes dominated by the communication time, which results in a diminishing return if more workers are added. As workers become more computationally efficient, this set of conditions becomes more common, which drives the motivation for designing efficient large-scale systems for training ML workloads at massive scale that remove the network as a potential bottleneck altogether.
2.2.2 Parameter Synchronization Strategies

Distributed ML training can be categorized into synchronous, asynchronous, or partially synchronous settings. These designs are built into various software frameworks, discussed in Section 2.3 that support distributed training. Synchronous designs maintain a strict lockstep across all workers per iteration, benefiting from guarantees on convergence \([16, 22, 33, 45]\). Asynchronous designs allow some workers to lag the leading iteration, allowing anything from a degree of staleness (or slack) in updates, but implementing limits to achieve partial synchronous behavior and guarantees \([36, 46, 47, 48, 49]\), to operating entirely without synchronization steps to achieve faster run times or resource utilization at the expense of convergence quality \([16, 50, 51]\). Recent developments such as Hoplite improve the utility of asynchronous systems by redesigning the communications layer to provide efficient collective communication and fault tolerance \([37]\). SGD itself converges robustly, even in the presence of slack-asynchronous systems such as Hogwild! \([46, 52]\). Due to the presence of these complex timing requirements, and the non-uniform access times present in cloud settings \([53]\), distribution often requires expert tuning to achieve the maximum performance of the hardware \([54, 55]\). Removing the reliance on expert tuning therefore requires a full and automated understanding of the nuances of timing requirements and scheduling decisions. I utilize synchronous designs in this thesis for simplicity to allow focus on network interactions in the worst case. This choice also removes some complexities expected from asynchronous systems due to changes in training accuracy convergence behavior.

2.2.3 Parallelization Strategies

We can also classify ML algorithms into three types by considering the parallelization used - distributed systems can use data parallelism, model parallelism, or a hybrid of the two.
Data Parallelism

The first and most common classification in use in DL frameworks is data parallelization, which repeats the model across each worker, and sends a different segment of data (a shard) to each worker to work on in parallel. This allows a larger quantity of computational resources to be leveraged to share the same problem, directly increasing the effective throughput. The individual worker’s gradient updates are pooled and aggregated, before being fed back to the workers for the next step [19, 45]. This approach lifts the I/O limits on individual machines, and enables larger batch sizes to be used, provided SGD convergence limits are respected [11]. The networking load is proportional to the throughput of examples, the size of the model, and the size of the cluster.

Examples of data parallelization implemented as a framework include the default Pytorch and TensorFlow distribution options, the Litz framework, and state of the art distributed frameworks such as Horovod [6, 35, 45, 56, 57]. In this thesis, I focus on data parallelism, as it is the most common form of parallelism, and therefore provides a good base point for comparisons of the effects of cross traffic.

Model Parallelism

As an alternative strategy, frameworks can use model parallelism to manage large models that do not fit within individual accelerator memories [54]. Here, we divide a model’s neurons between multiple accelerators, with the same work (minibatch) passed to each process. This reduces the memory required to process the DNN locally, as it is split between multiple processors, but requires a considerably larger communication bandwidth as any fully-connected layer requires all-to-all communication, and the connecting edges between accelerators must communicate with each other at low latency. Its use in convolutional layers is less efficient, and it suffers from efficiency bottlenecks if the model is spread to widely separated workers [19, 33].
Hybrid Parallelism

Frameworks using a pipe-lining strategy make an attempt to use the best features of both data and model parallelism in a hybrid form. We can break a model of interest into multi-layer slices, with dependencies that can be used to form a pipeline. Training is thus conducted over a minibatch in a pipe-lined fashion, increasing utilization and reducing waiting time for communications, which may be efficiently overlapped \cite{10}. The Pipedream framework is one example of a hybrid parallel framework of this form, PipeSwitch as an alternative, which makes use of pipelining to enable spare inference cycles to be returned to training utilization without affecting the inference service level agreement latencies \cite{58}.

2.3 ML Training Frameworks

The community has been developing various ML training and scheduling platforms to support both fast iteration times and model convergence, often by overlapping the communication between nodes and computation on accelerators \cite{59}, efficiently using resources \cite{6, 39}, or improving the scheduling or optimization of the task graphs \cite{19, 60, 61}. This section provides a short survey of today’s ML training frameworks.

One of the commonly used distribution frameworks for ML training is a parameter server. It is the default option in many frameworks, including Tensorflow and Pytorch \cite{45}. In a parameter server training, all nodes send their updates to a central node, which performs aggregation and returns the calculated gradient update for the back propagation step as a broadcast message \cite{45, 62}. This system works well for small clusters, as it is simple to reason about and debug, and has significant simplicity advantages for checking timing behavior between workers as the controller has a global view. However, it is not the most efficient solution, as the server process is idle during computation, and the workers are idle during aggregation. At scale, these problems compound, and it is unable to keep up with the increased demand and remain efficient, necessitating other options \cite{6}.

Another approach is to accelerate the training time of multiple ML training jobs
through smart cluster scheduling schemes. An example of this approach is TicTac [59], a research platform that provides improvements to iteration times compared to standard out of the box implementations by generating a tighter overlap of communication and computation by operating on the graphs of popular ML frameworks like TensorFlow and Pytorch to discover optimizations. TicTac then schedules communications on a priority based on the level of dependency in the computation graph. A variant of this approach is to work directly on the scheduling problem, such as the recent Apathetic Future Share (AFS) algorithm [61], which provides elastic scheduling and maintains an awareness of future job demands compared to a greedy approach, which particularly penalizes ML, to achieve better job completion times overall. Pollux and ByteScheduler both aim for a similar goal, but achieve this by measuring the throughput and statistical efficacy together to balance cross traffic and dependency proxies, and through a Bayesian optimization approach respectively [57, 63]. Other schedulers make use of accelerator heterogeneity [64], sub-GPU scale allocation of resources [65], an auction mechanism to achieve a finish time fair distribution [66], or a placement based on trial execution and careful leverage of relaxations on consolidations [67] to deliver fairness and high resource utilization.

Another common approach is to distribute the computational graphs of DNN models across several accelerators. For example, FlexFlow [19] improves training by distributing DNN computation graphs across several dimensions, including Sample, Operator, Attributes, and Parameter. The FlexFlow training framework covers both data and model parallelism. FlexFlow’s simulator searches for parallelization strategies using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques to generate candidates, allowing an optima to be found, beating the performance of expert-designed strategies. Other related approaches seek reductions in the complexity of searching for equivalent operators to simplify graph execution [60, 68, 69].

A more recent development, the PET system [70], takes this further by searching for and applying partially equivalent tensor operators to achieve computational optimizations. Coupled with correction tensors that return the operation to the original statistical behavior, this leads to an overall improvement in the system capacity.
The Daydream platform \cite{71} takes an alternate approach to FlexFlow’s simulation, utilizing seen examples to predict and therefore accelerate future behavior as opposed to running an MCMC simulation. Simulation backed approaches are feasible as, due to the significant costs associated with running training, using a small amount of computational effort to improve the process before launch can lead to big savings overall \cite{19, 71}.

While simulation is often used to model scheduling performance, virtual machine resource utilization \cite{72}, or data center topology \cite{73}, for general tasks outside an ML context, these networking simulations do not map well to ML training scenarios, as they do not account for the specifics of ML operations \cite{71}. For example, an ML sensitive network simulation could make use of the transmission patterns inherent in the NCCL libraries and algorithms chosen, such as ring all-reduce \cite{42}, as opposed to the random utilization model \cite{74} common in data center used to construct simulators. Combining knowledge of network response to ML into existing ML acceleration frameworks would lead to better estimates in communication dominated configurations.

A growing number of research platforms approach the challenge of accelerating ML by focusing on the spare capacity in the network itself to support in-network aggregation using a variety of networking devices such as programmable switches for SwitchML or the ATP system \cite{39, 75}, or FPGAs as in the PANAMA system \cite{35}. These approaches succeed in reducing the communication load associated with gradient updates by performing aggregation on partial gradients associated with specific ML jobs at line rate as they pass through networking devices. This reduces the number of upstream packets required to carry the aggregated information, reducing the impact of bottlenecks and simplifying the congestion problem. An alternate approach detailed in the PLink proposal \cite{76}, which makes use of network probes to establish locality information, then used to develop dynamic aggregation schemes to make use of the topology and react to changes.

In OmniReduce \cite{38}, the underlying all-reduce algorithm is modified to take into account the sparsity of the values presented for aggregation. The system only sends
non-zero tensor blocks on the network, drastically reducing the communication demand and improving communication time, especially for models with a high degree of sparsity.

Figure 2-1: Horovod ring all-reduce algorithm, demonstrating the distribution of gradient updates across the worker nodes. In Step 1, the first partial gradient is sent to a neighboring worker. Step 2 represents a reduce-scatter step, where a partial aggregate is sent and added to the local corresponding value. Step 3 represents an all-gather step, where partial final gradient values are sent around the ring to build the full result at each worker as shown in Step 4.

2.3.1 Horovod

The distribution system I focus on in this thesis is Horovod from the Linux Foundation AI & Data Foundation, which is based on the logical structure of a ring and designed for production environments. This fully distributed architecture does not incur the bottleneck penalties of a parameter server when scaling, as no broadcast steps are required, and is bandwidth optimal in reducing the load placed on the net-
work by the all-reduce algorithm \[42\]. This algorithm makes a series of exchange and aggregate steps, where a portion of the gradient vector, or its intermediate aggregated values, are passed around in a ring-like fashion until all workers possess a fraction of the complete update, these are illustrated in Figure 2-1. These updates are then passed around to produce an updated model, replacing the unaggregated model parameters in sequence. A total of \(2(X - 1)\) steps are required for a process with \(X\) workers \[6\]. This approach is effective, but it is vulnerable to stragglers, as any single point of failure holds up the ring.

2.4 Profiling Tools

Profiling tools are a critical component of understanding the performance and bottlenecks of distributed ML training systems. Hardware profiling tools provide information on physical ML accelerators and the associated cores, memory, and storage, while software profiling tools provide top level overviews, graph execution, and overall performance. Hardware manufacturers, such as Nvidia, provide profilers that make use of counters embedded in the hardware drivers themselves to produce fine grained typical low-level information on the operation of their components. These tools typically contain hundreds of low level counters such as speeds, clock rates, and in/out flows \[77\]. However, these tools are limited as they do not leverage ML-specific knowledge, because they are designed for general purpose applications. An example of this type of proprietary tool is Nvidia’s Nsight \[77\], which provides information on multi GPU synchronization behavior, communication and compute overlap, GPU utilization, and memory accesses, allowing for performance monitoring and tweaks. Other examples of these tools include nvprof \[78\], an earlier version of Nsight, and Intel’s vTune Profiler \[79\], which serves a similar purpose around Intel CPU/GPU and FPGA IP blocks, allowing bottlenecks to be discovered and addressed within programs.

Hardware tools are not able to monitor network utilization directly. Network monitoring tools, such as the MLNX_OFED NIC driver package \[80\], are able to
monitor incoming/outgoing traffic, but these tools do not correlate network traffic to the accelerator processes. As a result, fine-grained analysis of network traffic during training is challenging.

In contrast to pure hardware profiling tools, the Google Cloud Platform provides the TPU tools [14] to allow detailed analysis of ML program execution on TPU accelerators. This allows association of the low level metric features of hardware profiling with the high level graph view of the DNN being trained, which is more common in purely software profiling tools. It also monitors the intra-TPU cluster network.

Software training frameworks such as MXNet and Pytorch have built in profiling tools [81, 82], which provide high level performance information and graphical analysis. However, as these frameworks do not have knowledge of the low level profiling details such as packet drops, cache hit rates, or memory speeds, and so they are less able to point at improvements from these hardware layers [71]. Daydream [71] proposes a system that is able to build acceleration efficacy estimates for different ML implementations by both utilizing both kernel-level dependency information from dedicated profilers and mapping low-level traces to specific DNN application layers. This provides an alternate pathway to answer interconnected ‘what-if’ questions that are the goal of this type of profiling work.

2.5 Data Center Workload

To be able to study the impact of network conditions on ML training, I must first identify the common types of flows in data center environments. Typically, data center workload analysis is performed on publicly released measurements provided by large online service providers, such as those supplied by Google in 2011 [83] and 2019 [74], Facebook in 2015 [84], or Microsoft in 2017 [72, 85, 86].

We look to these studies to understand how the system functions as a connected entity overall. Important points identified by Google in the initial analysis of the 2019 Google data, in comparison to the 2011 traces, include an increase in scheduling
costs, the dominance of ‘hog’ tasks, with 1% of tasks consuming 99% of the available resources, and an increase in average utilization of about 30% [74]. In all of these traces, a high level of heterogeneity in the workload is present, in terms of the lengths, sizes, and types of tasks run [83]. The performance of ML jobs in these large scale cloud clusters can be improved by scheduling improvements focusing on fair resource sharing, handling of long term tasks, and relative sub-task placement [66]. Network paths outside the core are typically underutilized on average, however, losses still occur due to burst traffic [87]. Therefore, bursts can be a significant factor in the performance of DL tasks running on a spatially concentrated group of nodes that do not need to cross the core switch fabric.

Well understood traffic models have been established based on these publicly released measurements, such as the pFabric model [88] which I utilize in this thesis. This models web-search traffic with a CDF providing an average flow size of 2.4 kB, which compares well with the known data center traffic observations of the majority of flows being short lived of size 10 kB or less [85].

In order to make use of this model in the test-bed I utilize for my experimental work, I co-developed a custom-designed multi-threaded TCP flow generation script in C++ with Sudarasanan Rajasekaran. This script acts in a similar way to the iperf tool, by sending TCP flows between a client and a series of servers, but in contrast to iperf, it uses a microsecond timing mechanism to launch flows on the client side in response to the specifications laid out in a configuration file; for flow start time, flow destination and flow size. The data sent is default dummy text, which is received and discarded at the server. Both client and server are implemented as multi-threaded programs to increase the capacity of the tool, allowing it to saturate a 25 Gbps link.

Configuration files are generated according to either the straight web-search traffic model [85, 88], or a modified version of the same that provides periodic bursts on demand, which for this thesis are defined as 1 ms 300% demand spikes every 10 ms. The details of the algorithms that generate both these traffic types are provided in Appendix A.1. Loads for consistent demand are generated using Algorithm 1 while burst loads are generated using Algorithm 2.
Chapter 3

Experimentation and Analysis

3.1 Configuration and Methodology

In this thesis, I use the Horovod framework \cite{horovod} to train distributed DNN models developed using Pytorch \cite{pytorch} and Tensorflow \cite{tensorflow} packages. The primary all-reduce technique in Horovod is ring all-reduce. Iteration times are recorded from Horovod’s outputs. I use the tcpdump and iperf tools to capture network traffic and generate iperf cross traffic respectively. I also implemented a separate script to provide logging from Mellanox’s Network Interface Card (NIC) packet counters. Finally, to generate web-search cross traffic, I used a custom-designed multi-threaded TCP flow generation script (described in Section 2.5), with loads generated as specified in the pFabric and DCTCP papers \cite{pfabric,dctcp}.

Testbed Infrastructure

All experiments in this thesis are performed on a testbed with four ASUS ECS4000A-E10 servers. Each server is equipped with an AMD EPYC 7502P 32-core processor \cite{amdempyc} and an Nvidia A100 accelerator with 40 GB of HBM2e memory \cite{nvainfo}. Networking is provided by Mellanox ConnectX-5 100 Gbps NICs \cite{mellanox} on each server directly connected to a Juniper MX480 SDN Switch \cite{juniper}. The switch is configured in 25 Gbps mode for all experiments in this thesis. As a result, each NIC is limited to 25 Gbps. I made this choice to explore the impact of high network congestion levels
Figure 3-1: In configuration A, cross traffic is introduced into the outbound queue of the NIC on server $S_0$ and a Horovod ring all-reduce loop connects the 4 servers. This creates a bottleneck in the outbound queue of the $S_0$ NIC. In configuration B, cross traffic is generated at a separate server, in this example $S_2$, which feeds into the bottleneck link between the ToR and $S_0$ at the switch end. All links in this network have a maximum capacity of 25 Gbps.

between reasonably sized DL loads and cross traffic at a significant link capacity, without needing to be concerned about additional bottlenecks or confounding factors present at the full 100 Gbps system capability. I utilize Ubuntu 18.04, CUDA v11.1, cuDNN v8.0.5 and NCCL v2.7.8 [41], Horovod v0.21.3 [91], Pytorch v1.7.1 [92] and Tensorflow v2.4.1 [93].

**Topology**

I configure the topologies described in Figure 3-1 to study two alternate toy network scenarios for cross traffic competing with Distributed Machine Learning (DL) traffic, depending on whether server ingress or egress is the bottleneck. In configuration A,
cross traffic is introduced into the outbound queue of the NIC on server $S_0$. DL training is performed on the four servers, with its associated traffic, carried by the Horovod framework, passing in a ring all-reduce loop between these servers as shown in Figure 3-1(a). This creates a bottleneck in the outbound queue of the $S_0$ NIC.

In configuration B, cross traffic is generated at a separate server, in this example $S_2$, which feeds into the bottleneck link between the ToR and $S_0$ at the top of rack switch (ToR) end of the link. The other three servers perform DL training using the ring-all reduce communication pattern as shown in Figure 3-1(b). Configuration B also describes the scenario in which the bottlenecked link is between two switches at a higher aggregation level in the full topology (above the ToR shown in Figure 3-1), as the servers $S_0$ and $S_2$ must respond to congestion in the network without control of all outbound competing flows.

Models

I compare the iteration times of each model running on the infrastructure described in the previous section to understand the relative dominance of the computational and communication requirements of each model. The achieved iteration times and theoretical networking loads calculated from the ring all-reduce paper [42] are listed in Table 3.1, using equation 3.1, where $P$ is the number of parameters of the given ML model, and $N$ is the number of workers training the ML model. $N = 4$ for configuration $A$, while $N = 3$ for configuration $B$, as one node is set aside in this configuration to provide cross traffic.

$$D = 2 \times \frac{N - 1}{N} \times P \times 32 \text{ bits/parameter} \quad (3.1)$$

Table 3.1 ranks the four models utilized in this thesis in order of decreasing required data per iteration. The BERT, VGG, and ResNet models, as listed in this table, follow a consistent trend where the required data per iteration decreases along with the iteration time observed. This is expected as the number of parameters is directly proportional to the data required, by equation 3.1, and the number of pa-
Table 3.1: Mean achieved iteration time of each model used in my thesis (carried by RDMA) with no cross traffic compared with the theoretical communication demand per iteration as calculated from equation 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Data per Iter (Theory)</th>
<th>Mean Iter Time</th>
<th>BW Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>2011 MB</td>
<td>0.84 s</td>
<td>19.15 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>830 MB</td>
<td>0.37 s</td>
<td>17.95 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>172 MB</td>
<td>0.38 s</td>
<td>3.63 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>153 MB</td>
<td>0.16 s</td>
<td>7.69 Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters is expected to be roughly proportional to the iteration time, provided the complexity of applying each parameter to incoming data is constant.

I divide the data required per iteration by the mean time per iteration to establish the estimated theoretical bandwidth required by each model, as listed in Table 3.1. This is a key difference between the different models as it determines the network capacity required to support their training. The largest model, BERT-large, requires 19.15 Gbps to train without experiencing congestion, and in general, this value decreases in line with model size. However, the DenseNet structure does not follow this pattern: DenseNet-161 contains a similar number of parameters to ResNet-50, as listed in Table 2.1, but takes $2.4 \times$ as long to complete an iteration (as shown in Table 3.1). This reduces the relative bandwidth required to train DenseNet without experiencing a bottleneck to only 3.63 Gbps compared to 7.69 Gbps for ResNet, as the computational complexity per parameter of this model (which I have estimated as the time taken per parameter) is higher, at $O(10^{-8})$ compared to $O(10^{-9})$ for the other models in this thesis.

### 3.2 Performance Against iperf Cross Traffic

I utilize the cluster in configuration A for this series of experiments. I generate cross traffic with the `iperf` tool to generate a programmable bandwidth of long-lived TCP

---

1 The general form of iperf command used was `iperf -s` on the server side using the default ports, and `iperf -c IP -b BW -t 180 -i 1 -P pthr` on the client size. Client parameters were the server’s `IP`, a `BW` in Gbps appropriate for the test case, a 3 minute run-time in seconds, printing every second for logging, and `pthr`, typically ranged between 1 and 10 indicating the number of parallel threads sufficient to reach as close as possible to the requested `BW` load when competing with DL traffic.
flows between a single or several pairs of ports. This traffic then competes on the same link as the remote direct memory access (RDMA) Horovod traffic between neighbor GPUs. When the NIC bottleneck is highly utilized by both DL and iperf traffic, it is increasingly difficult to use iperf to force the NIC to allocate above approximately 81% or more of the total available bandwidth to itself, due to the practical limit on the number of flows and the behavior of the competing Horovod/NCCL traffic.

I begin each experiment in the series by verifying that iperf is able to achieve 25 Gbps on the link, before running the relevant DL job without competition, building the cross traffic, and increasing the number of parallel flows utilized by iperf until saturation is achieved. All training experiments are run for 180 s or until a minimum of 100 training iterations occur. The average number of iterations across all models is 1880.

**Expected impacts of iperf traffic:** Considering the iperf results as a whole, my hypothesis is that we expect to observe a minimal change in the iteration time from zero cross traffic up to the point at which there is insufficient bandwidth to transport the parameters of the given model in time for the next iteration to begin.

Figure 3-2 plots the mean recorded iteration times against the level of iperf cross traffic applied to the network. The 99th percentile tail of each iteration time data point, calculated from all of the measured iteration times in that experiment, is shown for each series in Figure 3-2 as a vertical bar extending above the mean value. Figure 3-2(a) demonstrates the hypothesized relationship showing two distinct regions for all series. We observe that the expected minimal change in iteration time for low traffic levels is also true for the DenseNet and ResNet series. These series, which remain flat through the low demand region of Figure 3-2(a), are calculated to require 3.6 Gbps and 7.7 Gbps respectively in Table 3.1 and thus experience no degradation to performance up to their respective congestion points (defined later in this section) at 19.7 Gbps and 18.1 Gbps of cross traffic respectively. Once the cross traffic is higher than the respective congestion points, the remaining bandwidth can not satisfy the zero load demand, and we enter the high load region of the plot, where both models’ iteration times increase sharply, as the accelerators must wait for the aggregation
stage to complete. The growth in iteration time is super exponential.

The larger models, with measured network demands of 18.2 Gbps for VGG-16 and 19.2 Gbps for BERT-large, show initial degradation in Figure 3-2(a), as the idle bandwidth is a minor component of the 25 Gbps link capacity for these series. The rate of the initial degradation in iteration time increases significantly as the bandwidth available to the model is more severely cut, leading to a similar non-linear (and therefore super-exponential) characteristic across both regions of the plot.

In Figure 3-2(b), I re-scale the cross traffic axis to understand the underlying mathematical function in operation. I expect an asymptote to occur in the iteration time data at a cross traffic level of 25 Gbps as this is the capacity of the bottleneck. Therefore, I apply a hyperbola transformation in Microsoft Excel, described in equation 3.2 with its asymptote set at 25 Gbps, to linearize the data points as they approach this value. I also normalize the values, so that a cross traffic level of zero (the initial no-load point) corresponds to a value of one.

\[ BW_{rescale}(BW) = \frac{25}{25 - BW} \]  

(3.2)

Figure 3-2(b) has two distinct sets of trends, corresponding to the small and large size model series shown in Figure 3-2(a). The small models remain flat before the congestion point, and now grow linearly past this. I observe linear growth for the larger models (BERT and VGG) across the entire cross traffic range, suggesting a linear fit, which is plotted in Figure 3-2(b) as well as in Appendix B.2 would be appropriate for these models. The form of this fit, for coefficients \( A = 0.618, 0.254 \) and \( B = 9.95, 10.75 \) (for BERT, VGG respectively), is given in equation 3.3, and achieves an average \( R^2 = 0.99 \) for the two series in Figure 3-2(b).

\[ t = Ae^{\frac{B}{25 - BW}} \]  

(3.3)

To analyze the performance of DL training against iperf traffic, I first extract the congestion point of each model under iperf cross traffic. I define the congestion point to be the point on a DL iteration time against cross traffic plot where congestion
Figure 3-2: Mean behavior of DL tasks in the presence of iperf cross traffic plotted on a logarithmic scale. The maximum link capacity is 25 Gbps. The vertical bars on each data point represent the measured 99% tail iteration time of that experiment. Graph (a) plots the degradation of iteration performance against the quantity of iperf cross traffic, while graph (b) re-scales the x-axis using a hyperbola to produce a linear relationship between iteration time and the reduction in available DL bandwidth. Graph (b) also includes exponential lines of best fit and $R^2$ values for the BERT-large and VGG series.
Table 3.2: Comparison of the data required for a single DL iteration derived from theory and calculated from the congestion point observed in Figure 3-2 using iperf cross traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Theoretical Demand</th>
<th>Experimental Value of Congestion Point</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>2011.0 MB</td>
<td>2216.2 MB</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>830.1 MB</td>
<td>928.7 MB</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>172.1 MB</td>
<td>268.8 MB</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>153.3 MB</td>
<td>182.5 MB</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

first dominates the curve’s behavior. Below this point, there is sufficient bandwidth to sustain both DL and cross traffic jobs without interference. Above this point, the two traffic types must compete, leading to congestion. I calculate the congestion point in two steps; first, by finding the intersection of two lines: one fitted to the sufficient (spare) bandwidth region, and one fitted to the first several points (tangent to the curve) of the congestion region; and second by then multiplying the available DL bandwidth by the iteration time at this point. The full procedure is outlined in Appendix A.2. For example, the congestion point for VGG-16 occurs at (13.99, 0.68) in Figure 3-2(a).

I then compare the theoretical demand for each model, calculated as per equation 3.1, with this experimental congestion point in Table 3.2. I can now analyze systematic differences between the theoretical and empirical values for each loading scenario. I observe that the calculated congestion point is larger than the theoretical point for every model. This systematic difference occurs as the calculated congestion point assumes all bandwidth unused by the cross traffic is carrying productive DL traffic, which is not necessarily the case, and will lead to an overestimate of the congestion point’s data value. The difference between the theoretical and congestion point estimate is small, around 10% for BERT-large and VGG-16, but larger for the smaller models, especially for the computationally heavy model DenseNet, with a 56% difference. This difference is likely due to the computational performance of the model still making a notable contribution to the iteration time despite the presence of congestion during model communication.
Table 3.3: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental bandwidths required by DL training in the most NIC bottlenecked test case from Figure 3-2 using iperf cross traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Theoretical</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>3.06 Gbps</td>
<td>4.54 Gbps</td>
<td>1.48 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>5.19 Gbps</td>
<td>6.52 Gbps</td>
<td>1.33 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>2.04 Gbps</td>
<td>3.42 Gbps</td>
<td>1.38 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>2.90 Gbps</td>
<td>4.21 Gbps</td>
<td>1.31 Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I extrapolate the ideal (theoretical) bandwidth required to serve the DL training from the most NIC bottlenecked sample point of each model series. The ideal bandwidth can be calculated by dividing the theoretical data transfer per iteration by the experimentally observed iteration time, for example, BERT-large’s theoretical consumption is calculated in equation 3.4:

\[
BW(\text{BERT Exp.}) = \frac{2011 \text{ MB}}{5.257 \text{ s}} = 3.06 \text{ Gbps} \quad (3.4)
\]

I compare this ideal figure with the experimental bandwidth used in Table 3.3 for an alternative insight into the performance of DL when competing with iperf cross traffic. This provides a quantitative sense of how much of the bandwidth available to the DL training is being used efficiently, for example, BERT requires 3.06 Gbps as calculated in equation 3.4 but I observe it utilizes 4.52 Gbps, leaving a difference of 1.48 Gbps available for improvements.

**Takeaways:** The key takeaways from my analysis of iperf traffic are that: (i) the congestion points of a series of DL models tested against increasing levels of cross traffic were well predicted by the theoretical demand calculated by equation 3.1. (ii) As expected, cross traffic negatively impacts the iteration time of distributed DL training when the degree of congestion exceeds the required bandwidth for training. For example, when the cross traffic load is 20.5 Gbps, BERT’s iteration time is increased by 5.3× compared to the zero cross traffic case.
3.3 Performance Against Web-Search Cross Traffic

I utilize the cluster in configuration B for this series of experiments. I generate cross traffic between two servers as shown in Figure 3-1(b), with the TCP flow generation script described in Section 2.5. I apply a web-search profile load, either with a consistent demand level, or with millisecond long bursts in the form of a 1 ms 300% demand spike every 10 ms. The traffic competes with the incoming RDMA or TCP Horovod traffic on the incoming link. I find that in most cases, high cross traffic levels are easier to achieve than with the `iperf` tool. Each model’s low cross traffic cases are compared against those obtained from the low `iperf` cross traffic results, as at low link utilization, there should be no congestion, allowing for verification of correct operation at this level.

3.3.1 Consistent Web-Search Cross Traffic

I begin each experiment in the series by verifying that the TCP flow generation script is able to achieve a minimum of at least 22 Gbps on the bottleneck link and that all links are in 25 Gbps mode using `iperf`. I then run the relevant DL jobs with stepped growth in cross traffic demand for a minimum of 120 s, or approximately 100 iterations, to minimize disruption due to socket errors, and potential memory and handling issues with large quantities of parallel communications from the TCP flow generation script at heavy loads. The average number of iterations across all models is 880.

**Expected impacts of consistent traffic:** As in the iperf cross traffic scenario, my hypothesis is that we should expect to observe a minimal change in the iteration time from zero cross traffic, up to a point at which there is insufficient bandwidth to transport the parameters required, with an additional note: I expect the use of consistent web-search flows as the source of cross traffic to lead to a greater degree of interference between the DL task and the cross traffic, and thus worse iteration times. This expectation is drawn from the behavior of congestion control; if all flows are relatively large and long lived, as in the iperf traffic case, this is an easy problem
Figure 3-3: Mean behavior of DL tasks in the presence of consistent web-search cross traffic. The vertical bars on each data point represent the measured 99% tail iteration time of that experiment. Graph (a) plots the degradation of iteration performance against the quantity of consistent web-search cross traffic, while graph (b) re-scales the x-axis using a hyperbola to produce a more linear relationship between degradation and the reduction in available DL bandwidth.
to solve. However, if the flows are numerous, small, and unpredictable, like the consistent web-search traffic profile, the algorithm must attempt to control flows that may have already ended, making a fair share and full utilization harder to achieve.

Figure 3-3 plots the mean recorded iteration times against the level of consistent web-search cross traffic applied to the network. The 99th percentile tail of each iteration time data point, calculated from all of the measured iteration times in that experiment, is shown for each series in Figure 3-3 as a vertical bar extending above the mean value. Figure 3-3(a) again demonstrates the hypothesized relationship for DenseNet and ResNet, with minimal changes in iteration time for the region up to their respective congestion points at 17.9 Gbps and 15.8 Gbps of cross traffic. The BERT and VGG model series in Figure 3-3(a) showed a more significant early increase in iteration time in this cross traffic scenario.

The increase in early degradation to iteration time is especially noticeable in the visibly higher 99% tail iteration times in Figure 3-3(a), shown by the vertical bars attached to each series’ data points, even at low cross traffic levels. Tail iteration time performance is an important consideration for overall job completion time in synchronous DL, as the next step of the computation phase cannot proceed until all workers have completed their previous iteration. The rate of the iteration time increase in Figure 3-3(a) across all models increases with the level of cross traffic, as in the iperf traffic scenario, leading to a similar non-linear (and therefore super-exponential) characteristic function.

In Figure 3-3(b), I re-scale the cross traffic axis to understand the underlying mathematical function in operation. I apply a hyperbola transformation, described in equation 3.2 as before. Figure 3-3(b) has two distinct sets of trends, corresponding to the smaller two and larger two sized model series shown in Figure 3-3(a). The behavior of the small models in Figure 3-3(b) still falls into the flat and non-linear two region behavior observed in the iperf traffic results, but the large size models are now non-linear. A close visual inspection of Figure 3-3(b) suggests that the iteration time decay is slower than in the iperf cross traffic case. After the hyperbola transform has been applied, the BERT and VGG model series iteration times increase at a
Table 3.4: Comparison of the data required for a single DL iteration derived from theory and calculated from the observed congestion point in Figure 3-3 when competing with consistent web-search cross traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Theoretical Demand</th>
<th>Experimental Value of Congestion Point</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>1787.6 MB</td>
<td>2296.4 MB</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>737.9 MB</td>
<td>990.7 MB</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>153.0 MB</td>
<td>355.2 MB</td>
<td>132%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>136.3 MB</td>
<td>198.8 MB</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

decreasing rate along the re-scaled x-axis. This implies that the remaining function is highly likely to be of the form $x^k$ where $0 < k < 1$. Testing the simplest choice, $k = 1/2$, gives a excellent fit, as shown in Figure B.2(b) in Appendix B.2 with an average $R^2 = 0.99$ across both series. The general form of the fit equation, with fit coefficients $A$ and $B$ (for example $A = 0.204, B = 1.44$ for BERT) is given in equation (3.5).

$$t = Ae^\frac{B}{\sqrt{25 - BW}}$$

(3.5)

To analyze the performance of DL training against consistent web-search traffic, I first calculate the volume of data required by each model per iteration in configuration B from Figure 3-1 and find the congestion point of each model under consistent web-search cross traffic, for example, it occurs for VGG-16 at $(15.70, 0.85)$ in Figure 3-3(a). These values are presented in Table 3.4. As the observed volume of data required to be transmitted is larger than the theoretical ideal value, a greater share of bandwidth is required for a longer period than necessary to complete the transfer. This implies that the DL task is unable to utilize the network as efficiently as is theoretically possible. Further, as expected, I observe a larger gap between the theoretical demand and the experimental congestion point, at an average of 31% for BERT and VGG, suggesting the DL task is more highly impacted by the consistent cross traffic, compared to the iperf cross traffic. The difference for DenseNet is also significantly larger in this case, suggesting this model is unable to respond efficiently to update starvation, a logical consequence of computational intensity, compared to the other model types.
Table 3.5: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental bandwidths required by DL training in the most congested test case from Figure 3-3 using consistent web-search cross traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Theoretical</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>1.06 Gbps</td>
<td>3.18 Gbps</td>
<td>2.12 Gbps (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>1.13 Gbps</td>
<td>3.19 Gbps</td>
<td>2.06 Gbps (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>0.98 Gbps</td>
<td>2.97 Gbps</td>
<td>1.99 Gbps (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>3.85 Gbps</td>
<td>5.83 Gbps</td>
<td>1.98 Gbps (34%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I then compare the ideal and experimental bandwidths in Table 3.5. Compared to the iperf cross traffic case, both experimental and ideal values are lower, as higher cross traffic loads were reachable using consistent web-search traffic, leading to a lower available bandwidth at the most bottlenecked test case. However, the difference between the ideal and observed bandwidths was larger for each model than in the iperf traffic case, with, for example, BERT-large utilizing 3.18 Gbps when it theoretically required 1.06 Gbps, a difference of 2.12 Gbps (67%). This supports the analysis that the DL task is unable to make the most efficient possible use of the network resources it has available when competing against consistent web-search cross traffic.

**Takeaways:** The key takeaways from my analysis of consistent web-search traffic are that: (i) DL training is less efficient in its use of network bandwidth when competing with consistent web-search cross traffic in comparison to iperf cross traffic. (ii) The bandwidth difference between theoretical utilization and experimental observation for the most bottlenecked test case under consistent web-search cross traffic is larger than the equivalent case under iperf cross traffic, with an average difference of 2.03 Gbps (58%) between ideal and experimental results. (iii) Empirical functions for the iteration time under cross traffic load are able to predict the iteration time behavior of DL tasks.

### 3.3.2 Burst Web-Search Cross Traffic

As in the previous case, I verify that the TCP flow generation script is able to achieve a minimum of at least 22 Gbps on the link and that all links are in 25 Gbps mode using `iperf`. I generate burst loads using Algorithm 2, which allows the width, height,
and repeating pattern of bursts to be controlled. The mechanics of the algorithm are covered in detail in Appendix A.1. For the burst web-search traffic experiments, I select a width of 1 ms, a period of 10 ms, and a height of $3 \times$ the consistent mean level. This equates to, for a target average load of 6 Gbps as an example, a 1 ms period of 300% of nominal traffic (averaging 2.3 MB - 18 Gbps) followed by a 9 ms period of 78% of nominal traffic (averaging 5.3 MB - 4.7 Gbps). Figure B.3 presents another example of this traffic for a 9 Gbps average load. Traffic from the TCP flow generation script is graphed to verify it met the required network specifications. I select this scale of burst behavior to ensure a clear difference is evident between burst and consistent web-search traffic, and to be in a reasonable range to represent the considerable magnitude of burst flows in data center networks [87]. The burst segments of the traffic impede the DL tasks if they both occur at the same time, even if the overall average bandwidth is insufficient for this to happen otherwise. I set the burst period to be significantly shorter than the shortest iteration time recorded, here ResNet-50 at 0.16 s, to ensure that multiple bursts occur within an iteration and thus the predicted impedance occurs.

After validation, I sweep each DL job with stepped growth in burst cross traffic for a minimum of 180 s, with additional runs captured to ensure the minimum number of valid iterations is at least 50. There are two exceptions to this, the 25 Gbps runs of VGG and BERT, which contain fewer runs due to the length of the observed single iteration times. The average number of iterations captured across all models and runs is 1216, weighted towards low level cross traffic cases.

**Expected impacts of burst traffic:** As per both previous scenarios, my hypothesis is that we expect to observe a minimal change in the iteration time from zero cross traffic, up to a point at which there is insufficient bandwidth to transport the parameters required. The difference in this scenario is that I expect the congestion point to occur sooner in the computation light models than in previous cases, as their iteration times are more sensitive to the communication efficiency, as there is less computation available to mask delays due to events such as bursts on the network. Further, I expect that burst traffic should be more difficult to manage than consistent
Figure 3-4: Mean behavior of DL tasks in the presence of burst dominated web-search cross traffic. The maximum link capacity is 25 Gbps. The vertical bars on each data point represent the measured 99% tail iteration time of that experiment. Graph (a) plots the degradation of iteration performance against the quantity of burst web-search cross traffic, while graph (b) re-scales the x-axis using a hyperbola to produce a more linear relationship between degradation and the reduction in available DL bandwidth.
web-search traffic for congestion control, as bursts are both large and short.

Figure 3-4 plots the mean recorded iteration times against the level of burst web-search cross traffic applied to the network. The 99th percentile tail of each iteration time data point, calculated from all of the measured iteration times in that experiment, is shown for each series in Figure 3-4 as a vertical bar extending above the mean value. Figure 3-4(a) demonstrates the hypothesized relationship showing two distinct regions, separated by the congestion point, for all series. I observe the expected minimal change in iteration times for low traffic levels is true for large models as well as small models in this scenario as the DL traffic is carried over TCP rather than RDMA. This is in contrast to the previous scenarios, where a distinction could be made between the larger VGG and BERT models and the smaller DenseNet and ResNet models. This network difference is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.2.

As in the previous traffic scenarios, the DenseNet and ResNet model series in Figure 3-4(a) remained flat with minimal effect on iteration time up to the congestion point, with a super exponential increase in the second region. Across the three load types, I observe the distance between the congestion points of the smaller models, DenseNet-161 at 19.9 Gbps, and ResNet-50 at 18.4 Gbps, to be the lowest in this case. Therefore the computational difference between these models has the least effect on bandwidth requirements when cross traffic is periodically bursty.

The BERT and VGG model series in Figure 3-4(a) show a flat characteristic before they reach their congestion points at 14.6 Gbps and 16.6 Gbps respectively. At high cross traffic levels, significantly steeper curves are observed in Figure 3-4(a) in comparison to the previous scenarios. In Figure 3-4(b), I re-scale the cross traffic axis to understand the underlying mathematical function in operation. I apply a hyperbola transformation, described in equation 3.2 as in the previous scenarios. As expected from the consistent form of all series in Figure 3-4(a), the transformed series in Figure 3-4(b) all appear to have the same non-linear functional form. A close visual inspection of Figure 3-4(b) suggests that the iteration time decay is faster than in the iperf cross traffic case. After the hyperbola transform has been applied, the BERT and VGG model series
Table 3.6: Comparison of the data required for a single DL iteration derived from theory and calculated from the discontinuity observed in Figure 3-4 when competing with burst web-search cross traffic. The observed discontinuity is then compared to the equivalent consistent web-search cross traffic result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Theoretical Demand</th>
<th>Experimental Value of Congestion Point</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>1787.6 MB</td>
<td>2343.5 MB</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>737.9 MB</td>
<td>925.3 MB</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>153.0 MB</td>
<td>284.9 MB</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>136.3 MB</td>
<td>203.2 MB</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iteration times increase at an increasing rate along the re-scaled x-axis. This implies that the remaining function is highly likely to be of the form $x^k$ where $k < 1$. Testing the simplest choice, $k = 2$, gives a good fit, as shown in Figure B.2(c) in Appendix B.2, with an average $R^2 = 0.83$ across all series, and an $R^2 = 0.91$ for BERT-large. The fit is excellent for values below 17 Gbps, but is less suited above this level of cross traffic, as discussed further in Section 3.4.2. The general form of the square fit equation, with constants $A$ and $B$, is given in equation 3.6.

$$t = Ae^{\frac{B}{25-BW^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

To analyze the performance of DL training against burst web-search traffic, I reuse the calculated volume of data required by each model per iteration in configuration B, and find the congestion point of each model under burst web-search cross traffic, for example, it occurs for VGG-16 at (16.60,0.88) in Figure 3-4(a). These values are presented in Table 3.6. I observe similar congestion points in the burst case as in the consistent web-search case, with congestion point values within 100 MB of the consistent web-search scenario. As expected, the differences between theory and measured congestion points followed the trends established for the previous traffic scenarios, with a relatively modest 28% difference for the large models, similar to the consistent web-search results, and a much larger difference for the smaller models, especially for DenseNet-161, although it is smaller for this load compared to consistent web-search.
Table 3.7: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental bandwidths required by DL training in the most congested test case from Figure 3-4 using burst web-search cross traffic. Note BERT and ResNet were both tested up to 24.7 Gbps of cross traffic, while VGG and DenseNet were only tested up to approximately 21.5 Gbps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Theoretical</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>0.078 Gbps</td>
<td>0.347 Gbps</td>
<td>0.27 Gbps (78%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>0.232 Gbps</td>
<td>3.601 Gbps</td>
<td>3.38 Gbps (94%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>0.131 Gbps</td>
<td>3.306 Gbps</td>
<td>3.18 Gbps (98%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>0.095 Gbps</td>
<td>0.347 Gbps</td>
<td>0.25 Gbps (73%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I next compare the ideal and experimental bandwidths in Table 3.7. Compared to both previous cases, the experimental values are higher and ideal values are significantly lower, demonstrating a larger difference between average available and theoretically utilized bandwidth. This is expected as burst traffic, especially at high cross traffic volumes, should prevent DL training tasks from utilizing available bandwidth more effectively than other forms of cross traffic, as bursty traffic is by definition not at a consistent level. This result also demonstrates that in settings where burst traffic is dominant, there is significantly more room to improve utilization, with a range of 73 to 98% available headroom on a 25 Gbps link, even at very heavy cross traffic (24.7 Gbps) levels, compared to around 34-67% available headroom for consistent web-search traffic.

**Takeaways:** The key takeaways from my analysis of burst web-search traffic are that: (i) DL training competing with burst web-search cross traffic is least effective at utilizing the available network capacity, compared to the previous scenarios. This is especially notable, as these results are closest to real-world traffic. (ii) The bandwidth difference between theoretical utilization and experimental observation under heavy cross traffic loads is largest in this scenario, and represents an opportunity to increase the efficiency of DL tasks through networking improvements. (iii) As noted previously, empirical functions for the iteration time under cross traffic load are able to predict the iteration time the behavior of DL tasks.
Table 3.8: Mean under-performance by DL tasks (spare capacity) over bottleneck for the range of test cases where the link is saturated. Values are calculated as the difference (delta) between the bandwidth required to theoretically sustain the measured iteration time, and observed available bandwidth. Note: Very heavy cross traffic points in the BERT and ResNet series are excluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>iperf</th>
<th>Consistent Web-Search</th>
<th>Burst Web-Search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>1.24 Gbps</td>
<td>2.63 Gbps</td>
<td>2.62 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>1.12 Gbps</td>
<td>2.39 Gbps</td>
<td>2.51 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>1.64 Gbps</td>
<td>2.84 Gbps</td>
<td>2.75 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>1.21 Gbps</td>
<td>2.25 Gbps</td>
<td>2.52 Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Analysis of Cross Traffic Types

I now seek to compare the impact each cross traffic type has on the DL task it is in competition with. We know the amount of bandwidth available to the DL task for each experiment. We can calculate the ideal bandwidth required from the iteration time recorded for the same experiment, which we can then compare with the recorded available bandwidth to determine the size of the difference. Calculating this difference, or delta, for the test cases where the link is saturated is therefore a good criterion for comparison between the types of cross traffic, as it measures how far from the ideal full utilization of the link the DL training is operating (how much more bandwidth is being consumed to produce the same level of performance), and thus how well the congestion control algorithm is performing.

The bandwidth deltas for each model and cross traffic type are listed in Table 3.8. We observe a consistent step size of between 1 to 1.4 Gbps between the iperf and consistent web-search cross traffic types, and no significant change between the two types of web-search traffic. This implies that all models are uniformly affected by the more dynamic congestion environment provided by either variety of web-search cross traffic compared to iperf cross traffic, while the effects of burst traffic are not significant to the mean bandwidth requirements for the saturated region, quoted in Table 3.8, despite having a pronounced effect on the most congested test cases.

As seen in the previous sections, the most heavily bottlenecked cases have spare
capacities above, in percentage terms, those in Table 3.8. Working from the most bottlenecked examples, the spare capacity on offer, if able to be utilized, would provide gains of between 34-67\% per model series for consistent web-search, and up to 73-98\% per model series for burst web-search cross traffic, demonstrating the effects this traffic type has at the highest congestion levels. To give an example, BERT-large at its most congested (24.7 Gbps) against burst cross traffic could run approximately 5\times faster (at 37 s compared with 184 s per iteration) if it utilizes all of the bandwidth theoretically available. At a more moderate point of 19.8 Gbps of cross traffic, BERT-large could achieve a speed-up of approximately 2\times times (from 5.2 s to 2.6 s per iteration) in the same manner.

**Takeaway:** The key takeaway from this analysis is that the bandwidth differences listed in Table 3.8 represent the space for potential improvement in congestion control algorithms to better utilize the network for these traffic types.

### 3.4.1 Variance of Cross Traffic Effects by Loading

While I have so far looked at the behavior of the mean iteration times observed by DL training, this is potentially insufficient to develop a full picture of the behavior of a single data point, as the shape of the cumulative density function (CDF) must also be considered to understand the variance, dominance or lack of a tail, and any other features of note of the distribution. Therefore, I consider three representative models, ResNet-50, VGG-16, and BERT, as the most network dependent choices, in two network settings, with low levels of cross traffic (around 8 Gbps or 30\%) and with high levels of cross traffic (around 20 Gbps or 80\%). These are displayed in Figure 3-5 (a) and (b) respectively. The values for 8 and 20 Gbps were drawn from the true measured bandwidths calculated from data from the `tcpdump` tool, rather than the requested input values. I made this choice as while the difference between these points is typically small, at high levels of cross traffic it can be on the order of 1-2 Gbps, and as the iteration times form a super exponential characteristic, selecting the wrong pair of series for comparison would produce misleading results.

Each model series is presented for consistent and burst web-search cross traffic, to
Figure 3-5: CDF of DL iteration times for three models, BERT, VGG and ResNet, comparing burst and consistent web-search cross traffic. Figure (a) shows a light (30%) cross traffic load, while (b) shows a heavy (80%) load. Note the time axis in graph (a) is considerably shorter than the logarithmic axis in graph (b).
visualize the effects of burst traffic on the distribution of training iteration completion times. All of the series in both graphs of Figure 3-5 use TCP for DL traffic, to remove this as a possible cause of difference between the series. I have included a CDF of DL performance for consistent web-search under Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) and TCP performance by way of comparison in Appendix B.1 as Figure B-1.

First I discuss Figure 3-5(a) in detail. At this comparatively low level of cross traffic, there is a negligible gap between the profiles of VGG-16 or ResNet-50 for burst and consistent traffic. Further, the distributions are almost vertical, indicating a very small variance and a minimal to non-existent tail. This is the expected result, as there is room on the link for both tasks to proceed without mutual interference, leading to consistent iteration times for the DL tasks under consideration. The BERT burst task is slightly faster than the consistent task, which is unexpected. When compared with the results obtained in Section 3.4.2 and Figure 3-6, both the burst and consistent series jitter throughout the low load regime, despite recording a minimum of 250 points per average in this range and having similar averages over all data points in this region. This instability may be due to the data handling and loading process required by the TCP communication pathway, as it is not visible in the RDMA sample in Figure 3-6, although the RDMA/TCP CDF, Figure B-1, does show a significant tail. This is discussed in depth in Section 3.4.2. The variance of the BERT curves is also significantly larger than the other two models considered.

Now, we consider the highly loaded case, Figure 3-5(b), in detail. Here, as expected, all of the series utilizing burst web-search cross traffic perform worse than the consistent web-search cross traffic series. Further, the burst loads also have significantly stronger tail behaviors than the consistent loads. All models, as one would expect from a more bottlenecked environment, experience a greater range of iteration times, and thus have a higher variance, and thus lower slope, than the low load case. Note that this plot uses a logarithmic scale to demonstrate the scale of difference, as the BERT burst web-search traffic series, in particular, is considerably above its consistent equivalent.

**Takeaways:** The key takeaways from this analysis are that: (i) At 30% load, there
is minimal difference in impact on a DL task’s iteration time between consistent web-search and burst web-search cross traffic. (ii) At 80% load, burst web-search cross traffic has a considerably higher impact on the iteration time of DL tasks. (iii) the tails of the recorded iteration time distributions are considerably worse and less consistent under heavy cross traffic loads.

### 3.4.2 Effect of Cross Traffic Type on Model Performance

I now consider the impacts of each cross traffic type used in this thesis on ResNet-50, as an example of a small model, and BERT-large, as an example of a large model, in order to understand the differences in how the models respond to the different load types in a direct comparison. I present this comparison in Figure 3-6, with iperf (DL on RDMA), consistent web-search (DL on RDMA), consistent web-search (DL on TCP) and burst web-search (DL on TCP) as cross traffic series. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) traffic refers to the protocol that Horovod uses to aggregate parameters during the communication phase of an iteration. As opposed to traditional TCP, RDMA uses the UDP transport layer, and allows for direct copying between system memory and the NIC buffers, bypassing the CPU. In the context of DL training, this represents the removal of a significant performance bottleneck, as aggregation results are not dependent on the CPU and may proceed directly to GPU memory [94, 95].

**RDMA and TCP**

Firstly, I consider the difference between RDMA and TCP DL traffic on iteration time when competing against consistent web-search cross traffic. In Figure 3-6(a), the BERT model is clearly able to iterate more quickly at low cross traffic levels when running in RDMA mode, as one would expect, as it is a large model dependent on significant data transport per iteration. The initial recorded means for RDMA and TCP DL are 0.84 s and 1.45 s respectively, supporting this. However, we can see that the RDMA case is immediately network limited, with the recorded speeds of
Figure 3-6: Mean iteration times of (a) BERT-large and (b) ResNet-50 DL tasks in the presence of iperf, consistent web-search (DL on RDMA), consistent web-search (DL on TCP) and burst web-search (DL on TCP) cross traffic. The maximum link capacity is 25 Gbps. The vertical bars on each data point represent the measured 99% tail iteration time of that experiment.
Table 3.9: Numeric fits for the functions modeling the degradation of BERT-large and ResNet-50 iteration times for DL tasks running RDMA and TCP communications in the presence of consistent web-search cross traffic. The corresponding graphs are presented in Figure B-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RDMA</th>
<th>TCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>$t = 0.200 \exp\left(\frac{7.281}{\sqrt{25-BW}}\right)$</td>
<td>$t = 0.564 \exp\left(\frac{3.667}{\sqrt{25-BW}}\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>$t = 0.140 \exp\left(\frac{22.793}{(25-BW)^2}\right)$</td>
<td>$t = 0.0645 \exp\left(\frac{3.311}{\sqrt{25-BW}}\right)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

iterations decaying from the first presence of cross traffic on the bottleneck link. In contrast, the TCP case does not respond to increasing network demand until after the RDMA case’s iteration time advantage has been lost. This is because the CPU is performing processing in the TCP case, which delays traffic but also provides a buffer to absorb the initial network slowdown before it impacts performance. At medium and high levels of cross traffic, while the points of the two series are statistically distinct from each other, they trace almost identical super exponential curves, and thus have a similar effect on network behavior.

In Figure 3-6(b), the ResNet model, which is considerably smaller, has a flat characteristic under both RDMA and TCP DL until the congestion point is reached. This is expected as any gains to the system provided by RDMA would be significantly smaller, as the CPU load required by TCP would also be much smaller. Small degradation is not expected in this case as the base requirement for network bandwidth by the DL task is small compared to the total available bandwidth, so degradation is only expected (and observed) at high to very high cross traffic levels. At these high settings, the behavior of the RDMA and TCP-backed DL task again follow very similar curves across the range of analysis, as the network environment becomes the controlling factor. This behavior matches that observed by the Horovod development team comparing the performance of RDMA and TCP [91].

In order to quantify these observations, I perform numerical fits to the RDMA and TCP consistent web-search data-sets, using the models derived in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2. I fit the consistent web-search model to each curve, using least-squares error and the Microsoft Excel solver add-in [96], and list the result in Table 3.9. The
graphical fits are provided in Figure B-3 in Appendix B.2. The ResNet-50 RDMA series contains a short enough cross traffic range that the burst web-search model provides a better fit, so I utilize this model for this series. Overall, I achieve an average $R^2 = 0.97$ for the RDMA fits and an average $R^2 = 0.96$ for the TCP fits. The TCP fits have a lower coefficient of determination as they extend closer to the asymptote at the link capacity. This analysis supports the previous qualitative observations, showing small differences across the full experimental range.

**Takeaways:** The key takeaways from this analysis are that: (i) While individual points do not agree, small DL models are effectively indistinguishable regardless of load. (ii) At heavy loads, the key point of interest to my thesis, all DL models behave similarly with each type of protocol with this configuration. (iii) The numerical fits support these observations, confirming that there is little difference between DL models carried by RDMA and TCP from the point of view of their network responses.

**iperf Traffic, Consistent and Burst Web-Search Traffic**

Secondly, I consider the impacts of the different load types on the iteration performance. From the analysis on individual traffic types performed to this point, we would expect the order of traffic types, ranked by their efficacy in slowing DL tasks, to be: iperf, consistent web-search, burst web-search. The iperf traffic, denoted by the light blue line series in Figure 3-6, performs equivalently to slightly behind the purple consistent web-search series across the full range of bandwidth values. The lack of separation at low loads is not surprising, and is mirrored by the burst traffic results, as at low demand, bottlenecks do not occur. The DL task for iperf cross traffic, carried by RDMA, approximates the consistent cross traffic RDMA task for Figure 3-6(a) as expected. While the level of iperf traffic performance is worse than initially expected, by following the curve outlined by the existing points, we observe that at high loads iperf traffic allows the DL task to perform better than consistent web-search traffic. Using an alternative iperf traffic generator above the level of cross traffic achieved would show this separation more clearly.

In both graphs of Figure 3-6, the dark blue burst curve is somewhat above the
Figure 3-7: Mean iteration times of (a) BERT-large and (b) ResNet-50 DL tasks in the presence of consistent web-search and burst web-search cross traffic. The maximum link capacity is 25 Gbps. Fits based on equation 3.5 are included for all series in both graphs (a) and (b). Coefficients of determination are presented for each fit, and the vertical bars on each data point represent the measured 99% tail iteration time of that experiment.
Table 3.10: Numeric fits for the functions modeling the degradation of BERT-large and ResNet-50 iteration times in the presence of consistent and burst web-search cross traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Consistent Web-Search</th>
<th>Burst Web-Search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>$t = 0.564 \exp\left(\frac{3.667}{\sqrt{25-BW}}\right)$</td>
<td>$t = 0.268 \exp\left(\frac{7.310}{\sqrt{25-BW}}\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>$t = 0.0645 \exp\left(\frac{3.311}{\sqrt{25-BW}}\right)$</td>
<td>$t = 0.0862 \exp\left(\frac{4.174}{\sqrt{25-BW}}\right)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

other traffic classes, and therefore more effective at disrupting DL tasks. In Figure 3-7 I have performed a least-squares error fit of the empirical equation 3.5, derived for the consistent web-search traffic case in Section 3.3.1, to the curves for consistent and burst traffic. This produces the functions listed in Table 3.10. I made this choice as the burst traffic model derived in the previous section, while more accurate to around 17 Gbps, is unable to handle the discontinuity due to the maximum possible traffic load of 25 Gbps. The high level of uncertainty in the high bandwidth test cases limits the quality of the fits obtained, and also the level of precise analysis possible.

**Takeaways:** The key takeaways from this analysis are that: (i) The empirical models demonstrate that the iteration time performance is more severely degraded by the burst load than the consistent load. (ii) The general form of empirical model, equation 3.7 established by this work is broadly applicable to DL tasks competing with different cross traffic types at different load levels.

$$t(BW) = A \exp\left(\frac{B}{(C - BW)^n}\right)$$ (3.7)

where $t$ is the iteration time, $BW$ is the bandwidth, $A, B$ are fit coefficients, $n$ specifies the functional family and $C$ is the bottleneck capacity.

**Cross Traffic Variance**

In order to understand the reasoning behind the large standard deviations observed in the measurements of bandwidths at high cross traffic levels in Figure 3-6 I consider the histogram presented in Figure 3-8. The two distributions, taken from burst and consistent web-search traffic at a 24 Gbps cross traffic level, have considerably different
Figure 3-8: Histogram of 60,000 instantaneous measurements of the packet injection rate for burst web-search traffic and consistent web-search traffic, both for the requested load of 24 Gbps. A significant tail is present in the burst traffic histogram that is not present in the symmetric consistent traffic. The height of both distributions is normalized to the highest peak, and the mean of each distribution is shown with the dotted vertical line.

profiles, with the burst histogram exhibiting a lower peak, but a considerable tail and skew, as we would expect from a periodic bursty flow. In comparison, the consistent histogram is symmetric about its mean. Both histograms display a relatively high peak width, due to the stochastic sampling of the flow sizes and times leading to varying demand over time.

These relatively high variances increase the complexity of analysis, but the consistency of the means between traffic types means comparisons are still practical. The histogram widths are logical consequences of the way the selected load generation algorithm operates. Real-world traffic, which is not designed to have a specific mean, would likely have at least this width, if not larger, hence this behavior is not detrimental to building an understanding of the behavior of DL in response to cross traffic.
Takeaway: The key takeaways from this analysis are that: (i) precise values at high load points are difficult to achieve due to the width and skew of the sample peaks, limiting the maximum confidence in fits obtained in this region. (ii) The histogram behavior indicates that over the experimental times under consideration, the profiles of the two traffic types are distinctly different, stochastic, and adhere to the key characteristics expected of each traffic type.

3.5 Iteration Scale Network Interactions

To complete the picture developed in this thesis of network interaction with DL training, I consider the way a single iteration is affected by low (30%) and high (80%) cross traffic settings in detail. These results were captured from packet traffic on network configuration B in three key locations: a node only participating in DL (referred to as DL only), the node generating the cross traffic (referred to as cross traffic only), and the node receiving both the cross traffic and DL traffic (referred to as DL shared). I filter for outbound traffic with non-zero payload length to clarify flow directions and to prevent double counting. From this filtering, I separate three key flows, which are shown in Figure 3-9. Flow 1 captures the behavior of the DL ring when the link is not locally congested, but the ring is congested elsewhere. Flow 2 shows the effect of local congestion, as server $S_0$ is unable to advance its calculations until it has received all relevant updates through the congested inbound path. Flow 3 tracks the cross traffic incoming to server $S_0$. I made this choice to ensure any difference between DL load behaviors in the two tested load scenarios is visible. I utilize consistent web-search cross traffic to provide a reasonable level of traffic complexity without needing to account for the added complications of burst traffic in an iteration by iteration analysis. My hypothesis is that under heavy cross traffic loads, a large variation in profile should exist between flows 1 and 2, as flow 2 should experience a significantly different congestion environment, despite both carrying the same data per time.
Figure 3-9: IP logical view of Configuration B from Figure 3-1. Flows 1, 2 and 3 are monitored using `tcpdump` and are reported in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11. The Horovod training ring consists of servers $S_0$, $S_1$ and $S_3$, with switch $S_2$ feeding cross traffic into $S_0$. Although all servers use the switch, only the inbound path to switch $S_0$, the location of the bottleneck link, is shown.

**ResNet Analysis:** Figure 3-10 demonstrates the behavior of ResNet-50 in each cross traffic setting. Figure 3-10(a) graphs two complete iterations, showing the peaks and troughs expected from an average 8 Gbps consistent web-search load, with the DL traffic point density adapting around the peaks. The DL traffic is sampled utilizing up to the full bandwidth available, with the density of samples spread across the full range of available bandwidths. I use short moving average filters to process the large quantity of raw data to provide better estimates of the instantaneous bandwidth without losing too much of the fine-grained time information represented by the individual samples. This does mean some estimated bandwidth points occur above the 25 Gbps link capacity, which is not physically possible. Uncertainty in the inter-arrival reporting time of packets over short time frames leads to this overestimate, which can be reduced with longer windows at the expense of event-time accuracy.

Visually, both the DL unique and DL shared nodes have their samples spread across the full range of bandwidths at approximately the same densities. This is in contrast to Figure 3-10(b), in which the DL only node is skewed higher than the DL
Figure 3-10: Instantaneous synchronized packet injection rate readings for several iterations of ResNet-50 with (a) 8 Gbps and (b) 20 Gbps of consistent web-search cross traffic. The distance between two subsequent iterations is clearly visible at several times in each graph. The three flows shown correspond to the flows labeled in Figure 3-9. Each graph uses a moving average filter of width (a):30/(b):50 to increase clarity.
Table 3.11: Average estimated bandwidths for the iterations graphed in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 from the point of view of a DL only node and a DL shared node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Load</th>
<th>DL Only (Flow 1)</th>
<th>DL Shared (Flow 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>9.82 Gbps</td>
<td>9.46 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT-large</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>3.62 Gbps</td>
<td>3.27 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>8.42 Gbps</td>
<td>8.40 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>7.24 Gbps</td>
<td>4.13 Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shared node. This is confirmed by the average figures listed in Table 3.11 with the DL only node recording higher bandwidths than the DL shared node in both load cases, and significantly more in the high load case.

**Takeaways:** The key takeaways from this analysis of ResNet-50 iterations are that: (i) if one node experiences high levels of cross traffic, the other participating nodes do not back off their transmissions to the bandwidth sufficient to meet the new relaxed iteration timing requirements. (ii) Therefore, a more efficient training platform could release this bandwidth to productive use of other cluster tenants without degrading the effect of DL, as the performance of DL iteration times is tied to the worst bottleneck experienced.

**BERT Analysis:** Individual iterations of BERT are considerably longer than ResNet. In order to view fine details clearly and the transition between iterations, I plot the junction between two iterations and a neighboring region in Figure 3-11. As expected, the two DL traffic samples at each load level ((a) and (b)) have a similar profile, but higher bandwidths are recorded for the DL only node, again aligning with the average values for this time window recorded in Table 3.11.

I observe a smaller difference in performance between the DL only and DL shared observations in Figure 3-11(b), compared to the high load scenario for ResNet-50 explored in Figure 3-10(b). The difference between the two observations remained roughly constant, at approximately 0.4 Gbps from the averages in Table 3.11, despite the overall observed bandwidth available decreasing by a factor of 3 due to the increased competition from cross traffic. This difference is most likely due to the difference in the underlying ML model details. Both BERT and ResNet iteration times are observed to decrease by a factor of two between the low and high cross traffic.
Figure 3-11: Instantaneous synchronized packet injection rate readings for the transition between two iterations of BERT-large (24) with (a) 8 Gbps and (b) 20 Gbps of consistent web-search cross traffic. The transition between the two subsequent iterations is clearly visible at 23.5 and 18.9 s respectively. The three flows shown correspond to the flows labeled in Figure 3-9. Each graph uses a moving average filter of width (a):30/(b):50 to increase clarity.
scenarios tested, but the amount of traffic required by BERT is still over $14 \times$ larger, implying a considerably higher network utilization and demand in both scenarios that must be managed.

**Takeaways:** The key takeaways from this analysis of BERT iterations are that: (i) Both flows 1 and 2 decreased their bandwidth usage by a factor of 3 between the low and high test cases, without observing the significant difference noted in the ResNet experiment. (ii) Therefore, Horovod running an NLP such as BERT appears to send the model parameters piece-wise, leading to a network demand with lower peaks but a longer duration per iteration.
Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this thesis, I characterize the network impacts to and from training Distributed Machine Learning (DL) models utilizing the Horovod framework. In order to accomplish this, I co-develop a custom-designed multi-threaded TCP flow generation script and use it to test the iteration time of DL models against competing similar, consistent web-search and burst-based web-search traffic. This analysis forms an important step towards understanding the impact of network congestion on distributed training workloads. My key results are that:

- The variance and burst behavior of cross traffic plays a significant part in determining the efficiency of distributed ML training in congested network environments. As expected, when congestion is below a theoretically determined threshold, the effects are minor.

- Network bursts have a significant impact on DL training when compared to consistent loads when run at highly congested settings. The presence of competing burst traffic reduces the maximum effective bottleneck utilization to around 90% of the theoretical bandwidth.

- At low loads, minimal variance occurs in recorded iteration times in each series tested, with an average variance of 0.05% compared to mean values, and with no significant tails present with the exception of the BERT model. At high loads, the variance is significant, at an average of 7.8% for consistent and 39.3%
for burst mean values. 99% tails on average 60% larger than the mean value are also observed.

• Considering individual iterations, nodes that communicate via bottlenecked links use less bandwidth for DL training than nodes that are able to communicate without experiencing a bottleneck. This effect is especially pronounced in ResNet-50 and in highly congested settings.

• I develop a model to predict the increase in iteration times due to network congesting and verify its accuracy for the test cases in this thesis.

Building on this thesis, I identify two interesting possibilities for future work: (i) improve and optimize the effective throughput of DL traffic when sharing links with cross traffic at high utilization through customized congestion control, as this would allow either more DL traffic to pass in the same traffic conditions, or would allow the same iteration time to be achieved with less bandwidth required, and (ii) reduce the oversupply of bandwidth to nodes that are unable to progress due to a network delay in another node in the ring. Reassigning this bandwidth would allow additional work to occur on these nodes without affecting the job completion time of the DL task. Taken as a whole, these observations point at the opportunities for improvement a DL aware congestion control protocol would enjoy.
Appendix A

Additional Methodology and Set up Instructions

A.1 Web-Search Load Generation Algorithms

To create the range of cross traffic types required to compete with the distributed ML task I study in this thesis, I utilize a known size distribution drawn from existing work [85, 88] in order to generate web-search profile traffic with arbitrary parameters. The basic version, Algorithm 1, generates a consistent level of randomized traffic by drawing flow sizes from the known weighted distribution, and flow inter-arrival times from a Poisson distribution. The parameter of the Poisson distribution is set such that the expected inter-arrival time multiplied by the expected data per flow gives the requested target data rate.

**Algorithm 1 Consistent Web-Search Traffic Generation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Require: target_load, total_time, WS_dist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data_req ← target_load × total_time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samples ← floor\left(\frac{data_req}{ave_data_per_sample}\right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ ← \frac{total_time}{samples}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow_inter_t ← Poisson(λ, samples)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow_t ←CumSum(flow_inter_t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sizes ← RandChoice(WS_dist, WS_weights, samples)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return flow_t, sizes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The procedure used to generate burst web-search traffic, outlined in Algorithm 2, follows a similar logic, except using a repeating pattern formed of two elements. These are a burst element and a consistent element, which are then repeated to generate the full traffic file. As the target burst duration for this thesis of 1000 μs only required a burst element with one or two flows for most target loads in the experimental range (0-25 Gbps), I set up Algorithm 2 to force the burst phase to have 2 flows, with a total data size proportionate to \(\frac{3}{10}\) of the total data to be transmitted in each repeating period. The data split between the two burst flows, and their arrival time, are then randomly sampled from a normal distribution and an exponential distribution respectively.

The consistent element is generated as per Algorithm 1, however, to ensure a sufficiently representative number of flows occur during the consistent phase, a minimum of 8 flows are generated. In order to ensure that the correct total volume of data is generated (\(\frac{7}{10}\) of the pattern’s total in \(\frac{9}{10}\) of the time), I scale down the flow size distribution accordingly before applying Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 2 Burst Web-Search Traffic Generation

Require: target_load, brst_t, total_time, WS_dist

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{scale} & \leftarrow 1 \\
\text{brst\_period} & \leftarrow 10 \times \text{brst\_t} \\
\text{num\_brst} & \leftarrow \frac{\text{total\_time}}{\text{brst\_period}} \\
\text{brst\_list} & \leftarrow \text{randomize\_burst}(\text{brst\_period}, \text{num\_brst}) \\
\text{no\_burst\_data} & \leftarrow \text{target\_load} \times \frac{\text{total\_time}}{\text{num\_brst}} \left(1 - \frac{3}{10}\right) \\
\text{no\_brst\_sp} & \leftarrow \text{floor}\left(\frac{\text{no\_burst\_data}}{\text{ave\_data\_per\_sample}}\right) & \triangleright \text{ave\_data is a known constant} \\
\text{if no\_brst\_sp is less than 8 then} \\
& \quad \text{no\_brst\_sp} \leftarrow 8 \\
& \quad \text{ave\_data\_req} \leftarrow \frac{\text{no\_burst\_data}}{8} \\
& \quad \text{scale} \leftarrow \frac{\text{ave\_data\_req}}{\text{ave\_data\_per\_sample}} \\
\text{end if} \\
\text{for i in num\_brst do} \\
& \quad \text{flow\_t, sizes append brst\_list[i]} \\
& \quad \text{flow\_t, sizes append draw\_Poisson(no\_brst\_sp, brst\_t, scale, WS\_dist)} \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{return flow\_t, sizes}
\end{align*}
\]
A.2 Congestion Point Identification

To obtain this measurement, I first construct a line along the linear portion of the graph. Second, I construct a tangent to the curved portion of the graph, as close to the interception with the linear portion as possible. Both these lines are shown as dotted for the two series in consideration in Figure A-1. Once this is done, I find the closest data point to this measurement, and take this iteration time and bandwidth as the experimental values for the congestion point. This is shown in Figure A-1 using thin solid lines.

![Figure A-1: Method for calculating the congestion point on an iteration time against bandwidth graph (sample graph taken is web-search traffic).](image-url)

Appendix B

Additional Results and Details

B.1 DL Performance utilizing RDMA and TCP for Transport

To provide an alternate view of the analysis in Section 3.4.2, Figure B-1 compares the distributions of samples taken from DL tasks utilizing RDMA and TCP for communication with (a) light and (b) heavy loads provided by consistent web-search cross traffic. As expected, in the case of light loading, the large models (VGG, BERT) perform better using RDMA, as they are able to take greater advantage of the direct memory access. In contrast, the RDMA ResNet series is slower throughout its distribution than the TCP version in light loading.

In Figure B-1 (b) I observed the same trend as discussed in Section 3.4.2, as the differences between each protocol are significantly reduced for all models compared to the low load case. At this level, the distributions of the two protocols are closely comparable, which aligns with the key takeaway reached in the main body of this thesis. As a subtlety, the tail behavior of the RDMA mode is measurably worse, which would affect the 99th percentile and tail measurements, but the gap is not so dramatic as to invalidate the comparison.
Figure B-1: CDF of DL iteration times for three different size models, BERT, VGG and ResNet, under (a) light (30%) and (b) heavy (80%) cross traffic. The two series show the performance of DL training utilizing either the RDMA protocol or TCP for its communication phase. Note the time axis in graph (a) is considerably shorter than in graph (b).
B.2 Empirical Models from Traffic Graphs

I utilize re-scaled hyperbola versus iteration time graphs to estimate an appropriate empirical mathematical model to apply to each traffic type, as discussed in Section 3.2, Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2. I produce a new series of plots, shown in Figure B-2, and fit least-square error trends to each data series and obtain coefficients of determination ($R^2$) values for each model. After examination and testing, I found that the large models in Figure B-2(a) follow the re-scaled hyperbola characteristic, the large models in Figure B-2(b) follow the square root of the re-scaled hyperbola, and all models in Figure B-2(c) follow the square of the scaled reciprocal below 17 Gbps. The fits for the high ranges of burst web-search traffic (c) are improved by using the square root model, as discussed in Section 3.4.2, where considerably higher $R^2$ values are obtained.

To compare the overall behavior of RDMA and TCP-backed training, I fit the empirical models found in Figure B-2 to a dataset captured from each type of DL task with the same consistent web-search cross traffic. I utilized the square root hyperbola model across all data types in this figure, with the exception of the RDMA ResNet-50 series, as this is a smaller model with low figures only, so the squared hyperbola model is more appropriate. The fits from this process and their coefficients of determination are provided in Figure B-3, and show that the difference between these protocols is minimal in practice, aligning with the other results.

B.3 Web-Search Traffic Samples

In order to verify that the generated web-search traffic has the expected profile, I capture `tcpdump` traces for burst and consistent web-search samples to compare against my expectations and the generated configuration file. A sample load (configuration) file is shown in Figure B-4, demonstrating the burst and trough pattern expected in a configuration file. Sample traces for (a) burst and (b) consistent web-search cross traffic are shown in Figure B-5 for 10 and 6 Gbps loads. As these points are re-
Figure B-2: Exponential trend-lines for the similar, consistent web-search and burst web-search cross traffic scenarios, listing coefficients of determination for each fit case. These $R^2$ values are reported in the main body of this thesis.
Figure B-3: Model fits for the iteration time behavior of (a) BERT-large, (b) ResNet DL training running over RDMA and TCP while competing against consistent web-search cross traffic. The maximum link capacity is 25 Gbps. The coefficients of determination for each case is labeled next to the fit, with the corresponding equation provided in Table 3.9.
Figure B-4: Example of a load (configuration) file generated by Algorithm 2. Burst locations are automatically identified in orange, with the requested flows marked with blue dots, ordered by the yellow line. This case creates bursts of 1000 𝜇s length with 10 ms spacing and an average load of 7.3 Gbps.

Received from a tcpdump trace rather than a deterministic list of flows, the data points in this figure correspond to several averaged packets, rather than to discrete flows as in Figure B-4. A moving average filter is applied to visualize the traffic pattern at an appropriate level of depth, as looking at individual packet arrivals would be overwhelming and the estimated bandwidths observed would be less accurate, but an overly large filter window would blur out the random oscillation details I wish to verify, so a compromise width of 18 samples is selected.
Figure B-5: Examples of (a) burst web-search traffic and (b) consistent web-search traces from tcpdump. The gray line corresponds to the long term average measured across the sample trace, the short term average is obtained from a moving average filter of width 18.
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